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NEW QUESTION: 1
You work for an international mining company. Which of the
following corporate issues is NOT related to ethics or social
responsibility?
A. The impact of your operations on the environment
B. Whether employees are paid a fair wage
C. Your company's response to HIV/Aids among workers in
sub-Saharan Africa
D. Deciding whether to approve a planned refurbishment of head
office
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
How many virtual machines can VSPEX preconfigured solutions can
scale to?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A router has learned three possible routes that could be used
to reach a destination network. One route is from EIGRP and has
a composite metric of 20514560. Another route is from OSPF with
a metric of 782. The last is from RIPv2 and has a metric of 4.
Which route or routes will the router install in the routing
table?
A. the RIPv2 route
B. the OSPF and RIPv2 routes
C. all three routes
D. the OSPF route
E. the EIGRP route
Answer: E
Explanation:
When one route is advertised by more than one routing protocol,
the router will choose to use the routing protocol which has
lowest Administrative Distance. The Administrative
Distances of popular routing protocols are listed below:

NEW QUESTION: 4
You set up two network channels for server -to-server
communication. You want channel x to be used more than channel
Y, so you give channel x a higher channel Weight. You want to
see if indeed channel X is used more.
You use the administration console and look at both channels
under each one's Monitoring tab. What scenario would best
assure you that channel x has an overall higher connection
rate?
A. Channel X Bytes Received is higher.
B. Channel X Connections is higher.
C. Channel X Bytes Sent is higher.
D. Channel X Accept Count is higher.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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